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MALKIY | SOFA

The modern contemporary furniture piece MALKIY was named after a king and priest mentioned in the Book 
of Genesis whose name, according to ancient interpretations, means justice and king of righteousness. These 
concepts of fairness and integrity are imbued in a modern contemporary furniture piece - MALKIY, a classic 
and geometric sofa upholstered in maroon cotton velvet. The straight lines of the strucutre in golden leaf 
contrast with the softness of the maroon cotton vevet cushions and pillows. The lounge sofa´s golden strucu-
ture is enriched by natural motifs, carved in the wood to emphaize the idea of rectitude and honesty. MALKIY 
sofa fits well in every classic ambience, either in residential projects or in hospitality projects. This modern 
contemporary furniture piece is available in order colours and fabrics and can be upholstery in COM and COL.

DIMENSIONS

WIDTH  220 cm | 86,61”
DEPTH  80 cm | 31,50”
HEIGHT  87 cm | 34,25”
SEAT HEIGHT                         46 cm | 18,11” 
SEAT DEPTH  70 cm | 27,57”
ARMREST HEIGHT 66 cm | 24,01”

MATERIALS

FABRIC   Cotton velvet
FABRIC REFERENCE BB MOSS I - Colour 16
FABRIC NEEDED 14,50 mts | 570,86”  (Standard width 1,40mts | 55”)
LEGS  Aged golden leaf with gloss varnish

FABRIC / LEATHER REQUEST

COM  14,5 mts | 551,2”  (Standard width 1,40mts | 55”)
COL  223,3 sq ft

PACKAGING

DIMENSIONS                         W 227 cm | 89,37” D 87 cm | 34,25” H 94 cm | 37,01”
VOLUME  1,86 m³ | 65,68 ft³
WEIGHT  60kg | 132 lbs

LEAD TIME

Production time is between 6 to 8 weeks for BRABBU collections.
Delivery time is not included.

All of our furniture can be made to measure and it is available in different finishes.

Please note that the colours and materials shown are for reference only and small variations may 

occur.
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